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PREFACE

There is a significant deviation in our analysis of Growth Models from other textbooks on this
subject, for our approach is based on Capital Theory, in the Cambridge tradition.

Growth models can be broadly classified in terms of the fundamental school of thought that they
follow, and their level of aggregation of the economy. In this book, we have classified the models on
the basis of firstly Post-Keynesian, and secondly Neo-classical (both of which are analysed in
aggregate terms). Thirdly we look into an important disaggregated model – the von Neumann model
of steady growth.

The Classical Economic Theory of Growth demonstrated that it was not possible for capitalist
economies to have sustained growth, due to various reasons. Ricardo predicted a decelerating rate of
accumulation, leading to zero growth – a stationary state. Marx, on the other hand, discussed the
invariable collapse of capitalism due to its internal contradictions. During the Neo-classical era,
interest in analysis of growth of capitalist economies faded. It came to the fore only after Harrod’s
brilliant paper in 1939, which reawakened interest in Growth analysis. The main concern of the
modern theory of growth, was to identify the factors that would cause a capitalist economy to run into
a slump or a boom, and methods to avoid or overcome them. The publication of Harrod’s and later
Domar’s models of steady growth, generated a number of Growth Models during 1940s-60s, from
both sides of the Atlantic, based on either the Keynesian or the Neo-classical School of Thought. Thus,
the various Growth Models attempted to determine the factors necessary for a capitalist economy to
avoid slumps, and to achieve steady growth with full employment.

In recent years, in the context of globalisation, the relevance of Growth Economics was in
question, since it was felt that sustained growth of capitalist economies was now possible through the
growth of the private sector, with free trade, and reduced role of the public sector. However, the
debacle of the American Economy (2008-13), and the resulting recession worldwide, has again
brought to the forefront the importance of knowing and understanding causality between different
variables in the process of growth, and the importance of governmental constraints in monitoring
investment and growth trends. In this context, the basic analysis and policy conclusions of the Post-
Keynesian Growth theory are relevant even today.

Hyderabad Kamala Subramaniam

July 2014 Prabha Panth
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Growth Models basically examine the conditions necessary for the existence and stability of
steady growth states. In this book, we present a detailed analysis of Growth Models – Neo-Classical as
well as Post-Keynesian, to assess their contribution to Economic theory. There is a significant
deviation in our analysis of Growth Models from other textbooks on this subject, for our approach is
based on capital theory, in the Cambridge tradition.

Growth Models can be broadly classified in terms of the fundamental school of thought that they
follow, and their level of aggregation of the economy. In this book we have classified the models on
the basis of:

(1) Post-Keynesian

(2) Neo-Classical (both of which are analysed in aggregate terms)

(3) Thirdly, we look into an important disaggregated model – the von Neumann model of
steady growth.

The Classical Economists, Ricardo and Marx did analyse overall growth of a free market
economy. Ricardo predicted a decelerating rate of accumulation, leading to zero growth – a stationary
state. Marx, on the other hand, discussed the invariable collapse of capitalism due to its internal
contradictions. Thus, the classical economists showed that it was not possible for capitalist economies
to have sustained growth, due to various reasons.

After the initial analysis of the conditions of growth in capitalist economies by the Classical
Economists, interest in the rate of growth and the concept of steady growth came to the fore only after
Harrods’s brilliant paper [1939], where, not only the rate of growth was rigorously defined, but the
concept of steady growth and its stability were also examined. For the theory of growth, the question
whether a laissez-faire economy can achieve continuous steady growth without running into a slump
or a boom, was of prime concern. The various Growth Models that were formulated during 1940s-60s
attempt to determine the factors necessary for a capitalist economy to achieve steady growth with full
employment.

Chapter INTRODUCTION TO
GROWTH MODELS1
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The Post-Keynesian Models of Growth
Keynes showed that in the short run, Say’s Law of Markets – “Supply creates its own Demand”

is reversed. It is Aggregate Demand which determines both output and employment. Keynes, therefore,
showed that underemployment equilibrium is possible, when the level of Aggregate Demand is less
than what is required for full employment equilibrium. However, as Keynes was analysing short-run
conditions, he analysed how Investment leads to increase only in National Income and Employment,
and not increase in Capital.

The Post-Keynesians, by extending the basic Keynesian model to long-term growth, did analyse
how Investment affects the growth of capital, as well as of Income and Employment. The Post-
Keynesian Economists, continuing the tradition of Keynes, take the crucial variable as Investment,
with Savings adjusting passively to bring about the equilibrium condition of I = S. This implies the
equality of Aggregate Demand and Aggregate Investment.

Harrod’s Model
Harrod [1939], a pioneer in the theory of growth, built his growth model retaining the

essential elements of Keynesian theory. Investment is taken as the prime mover, and the vital
role played by Aggregate Demand in the determination of Income, and Employment, and
Savings as a function of Income, S = f(Y) are then analysed.

Harrod basically tried to analyse the conditions needed for steady growth, in a fully developed
capitalist economy. Harrod defined the rate of growth – steady growth, and derived the conditions of
steady growth as: GW = s/γd, where s = Aggregate Savings ratio (or S/Y), and γd desired capital/output
ratio. Steady growth is given by the rigidly determined s and γd, which Harrod calls the fundamentals
of the economy, while GW is the Warranted rate of growth. GW is called the Warranted rate of growth
rather than Equilibrium growth, as the latter implies stability. Harrod by bringing in expectations of
entrepreneurs however shows that GW is unstable, as it is rigidly given by s/γd. He analyses the
perverse signalling system in a market economy, where the perception of the individual entrepreneurs
determines the overall investment of an economy.

While GW is rigidly given by s/γd, the Aggregate Investment, which is the sum total of
investments of entrepreneurs governed by individual expectations, may not add up to the requirements
of GW. For steady growth to exist GW = GA, where GA is the actual rate of growth. If they are not equal,
the economy moves away from steady growth.

Harrod analysed the conditions when GA ≠ GA, and the manner in which the individual
entrepreneurs react to these situations. For instance when GA < GW, to restore the equality, GA has to
increase, i.e., Investment has to increase to the level dictated by GW = s/γd. But this inequality denotes
that the individual entrepreneurs will be facing excess capacity due to the lack of Aggregate Demand.
Hence, they will actually reduce their investments. This further widens the gap between GA and GW.
Therefore, their expectations prevent the restoration of GA = GW or steady growth. The reverse
reaction takes place when GA > GW. Thus, Harrod showed the instability of steady growth in the short
run (where s/γd) in the market economy, by bringing expectations and highlighting the perverse
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signalling system of the free market, which takes the economy cumulatively away from the steady
growth path.

Harrod also derives the condition of full employment, steady growth state of the economy as,
GA = GW = GN = GL + GT (where GN is the natural rate of growth, GL = growth of labour force, and
GT is the growth of technical progress). Again inequality between these will upset the condition of
full employment, steady growth state. For even if GA = GW holds, this GA = GW being less than GN is
possible. Thus, Harrod showed that steady growth may be possible without full employment – an
extension of Keynes’ underemployment equilibrium.

Domar’s Model
Domar’s model [1946] published later than Harrod’s is simpler, and highlights the basic

problems of steady growth. Domar concludes that steady growth requires a rigidly given rate of

Investment: σ=s
I
ΔΙ , where s is marginal propensity to save, σ is the output-capital ratio (the reciprocal

of Harrod’s γd), similar to Harrod’s analysis.

Domar also highlights the fact that the sum total of individual entrepreneurs’ Investment in a

capitalist economy may not equal the Investment required for steady growth .s
I
I.,e.i ⎟

⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛ σ≠

Δ He rightly

emphasises the asymmetry of the twin effects of an Investment – the market expansion effect and the

capacity creation effect. Only the rigidly given rate of growth of Investment σ=
Δ s.
I
I matches the two

effects, leading to steady growth. Domar’s analysis also spells out the impact of a difference in the

marginal and average capital/output ratios .⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛

K
Oand

ΔK
ΔO He clearly uses an implicit Accelerator

Principle. His model enunciates the importance of a rising Investment per period for growth, and a

rigidly given rate of Investment for steady growth, namely σ<
Δ s
I
I . Domar also discusses the process

of Junking, when the rate of growth of the economy is less than sσ, .s
I
ΔIi.e., ⎟

⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛ σ<

Both Harrod and Domar’s models emphasise the rigidity of steady growth, and explicitly show
that in a free market economy, the restoration of equilibrium growth path is made difficult due to the
role played by expectations, and the perverse signalling that takes place in general in a market
economy.

Joan Robinson’s Model
Joan Robinson [1956] also extended the Keynesian short run, excess capacity, unemployment

equilibrium model, to long-term growth with capital accumulation. Joan Robinson, a strong critic of
Neo-Classical theory in general and Neo-Classical concept of capital in particular, based her models
on disaggregate, heterogeneous, durable capital good. Unlike Keynes, who analysed Autonomous
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Investment on national income, she made entrepreneurs’ investment central to her analysis. As a
consequence, expectations play a greater role in her models.

She believed that no one theory of growth can be applicable to all economies, at all times.
Therefore, she built several models with different initial conditions. However, the driving force for all
her growth models in a laissez-faire economy is the entrepreneurs’ urge to invest, determined by their
expectations. Her models capture the conditions and causal relationships between important variables
in a modern, capitalistic economy, needed for steady growth to take place. Her analysis leads her to
call full employment, steady growth state as – the Golden Age, a mythical state not likely to be found
in a market economy.

Joan Robinson remarks that orthodox theory has no answer for the important question:
“what governs investment decisions?” Keynes relied on ‘animal spirits’; Joan Robinson makes
the desire of the capitalist to accumulate, central for growth to take place in a capitalist
economy. This leads to a desired rate of growth GD, which is governed by the expected rate of
profit re where ( )eD rf←G

=
. In Joan Robinson’s analysis, the actual rate of growth GA gives rise

to a certain level of profits, based on which entrepreneurs’ expectations are formed. This in turn

leads to an expected rate of profit )](GDfr[,r ee

←
= . In other words, her models are based on a

double-sided relationship – between the rate of Accumulation and the rate of Profit on
Investment. For steady growth therefore, the Actual rate of growth GA must lead to an expected
rate of profit re, which generates the desired rate of Accumulation GD equal to GA.

For steady growth therefore GA must be equal to GD, for this alone allows expectations to be
fulfilled, so that the entrepreneurs will have no reason to revise their investments. However, even if
GA = GD is achieved, it may not be stable in the short run, because of lags in the economy. Joan
Robinson points out that for steady growth to continue, the economy should have experienced steady
growth for some time.

Joan Robinson’s Possible Rate of Growth is Harrod’s Natural Rate of Growth, with
TL GG←G +

=
where GL is the rate of growth of population, and GT is growth of Neutral Technical

Progress. For full employment, steady growth state, the following equalities must hold:

(1) GA = GD (steady growth condition); in addition

(2) GA = GD = the possible rate of growth, or GA = GD = GL + GT.

When these conditions are satisfied, the economy is said to be in ‘Golden Age’. Joan Robinson
highlights several conditions that need to be fulfilled for ‘Golden Age’ to be achieved. She however
concludes that it is unlikely to be achieved.

Joan Robinson’s models of steady growth, as well as non-steady growth rates, are based on
sound capital theory. Rejecting the malleable capital concept, she depicts capital good as plants
which make plants, and plants which make consumer good. Thus, capital good in her models
are specific in form and function, as well as durable. Therefore, shifting from high capital-
intensive techniques to lower ones or vice versa is possible only in logical time. In her models, shifts
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of techniques imply investments in the relevant capital good, which in turn bring in expectations of the
investors in a capitalist economy.

Although Joan Robinson’s conclusion that full employment, steady growth state, or Golden Age
being a myth is gloomy, her analysis reflecting the complexities of a free market economy is
invaluable. She captures in her models, the causal relationships between important variables in a
capitalist economy as Accumulation takes place. The models, constructed with care to mimic a free
market economy, would help to direct the economy, for they highlight the key variables in growth and
their interrelationship.

Kaldor’s Model
Kaldor [1957], a Post-Keynesian, had an approach to economic theory distinct from the other

Post-Keynesians in the sense that he showed that steady growth was possible. He had a strong belief
that economic theory should emerge from testable hypotheses. Theory should also offer solutions to
economic ills that are bound to arise from time-to-time.

Although his works were broadly in the Keynesian frame, he rejected the well accepted Post-
Keynesian concept of the production function on the grounds that accumulation and technical progress
are not generally separable. New investments usually flow into not only more capital-intensive
techniques, but they are also ones that embody the latest technical knowledge. So, he used in his
model a technical progress production function connecting the rate of growth of productivity with the
rate of Accumulation. His model shows that steady growth is a stable equilibrium.

Kaldor’s technical progress function reflects his assumption of output increasing at a
diminishing rate. As Accumulation accelerates, the technical progress function is convex from above,
but with a Y-intercept. Apart from the technical progress function, he uses a distribution theory
sensitive to I/Y, as well as a pricing theory to show that full employment, steady growth state is a
stable equilibrium.

However, Kaldor’s conclusions rely heavily on the shape of the technical progress function,
which reflects a peculiar succession of technical progress. When the rate of Accumulation is low,
machines replace labour, and when the rate of Accumulation is high, labour replaces machines. As
Joan Robinson remarks, this assumption is contrary to what is generally observed in any economy.
Further, the shape and convexity of the function implies that when the rates of Accumulation are low,
the rate of increase of O/L is higher than when the rate of Accumulation is high. But according to
Kaldor, as rates of Accumulation are higher, more and more machines of higher levels of technical
knowledge are brought into use, O/L increases at an increasing rate only to decelerate for still higher
rates of Accumulation! In other words, for low rates of Accumulation O/L accelerates faster than for
very high rates of Accumulation.

Though Kaldor retracts from both Neo-Classical and Post-Keynesian frames to build his model to
show the stability of full employment, steady growth state, the assumptions on which his technical
progress function is based are contrary to observation.
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Neo-Classical Models of Growth
The Neo-Classical Models of Growth were the reactions of Neo-Classical Economists to

the basic Harrod-Domar Models.

In the Neo-Classical methodology, the basic assumptions differ from those of the Post-
Keynesians. The Neo-Classical economists assume malleable capital, savings determining investment,
and factor prices determined by marginal productivity. Malleable capital assumption has many
implications for growth models – the important one being the instant adjustment of capital-output ratio.
By assuming a flexible O/K, the Neo-Classical models of growth tried to show that it is still possible
for a capitalist economy to achieve steady growth automatically, without government interference.

Meade’s Model of Economic Growth

Meade [1962] has basically two models – Model I with full employment to start with, and
Model II where there is initial unemployment due to excess population. The assumptions are the Neo-

Classical causation of ,IS
→
= neutral technical progress, constant distribution of income, and unit

elasticity of substitution. For the second model, an additional assumption is made – namely wage rate
remaining constant, i.e., MPL does not determine the wage rate.

Meade, using Harrod’s definition of technical progress, derives the steady growth condition with
full employment as y = k = l + γ*, where l = rate of growth of population, and γ* is rate of growth of
technical progress.

Meade shows for both models that steady growth is a stable equilibrium. In both models, the
adjustment mechanism is the change in output-capital ratio Y/K. For both models the Neo-Classical
causation I→S

=
is important. For whenever capital stock K grows faster than income Y, Y/K falls and

as ,I→S
=

Y/K falls; therefore the rate of Accumulation accelerates restoring the steady growth

condition of equality of rate of growth of Capital stock and the rate of growth of Income. The
argument gets reversed if the rate of growth of Capital stock is less than the rate of growth of Income.

Thus, equilibrium of steady growth is maintained by hopping up and down the production
function, which is made possible because of the malleable capital assumption. It must be
acknowledged that Meade is well aware of the limitation of this malleable capital assumption.
Therefore, he shows that steady growth will still be a stable equilibrium, through changes in
distribution of income. In this case the distribution of income brings about the necessary change in
S/Y ratio, so as to maintain full employment, steady growth state.

However, Meade assumes that changes in the distribution of Y (r, w) will affect only S/Y ratio.
But when distribution of income changes, especially in a capitalist economy, the technique of
production will change. When entrepreneurs change their technique in response to change in w or r, to
a higher K/L when w increases, or a lower K/L for a lower w, the aggregate Y/K will also change in
general. Further, if K is not malleable, Y/K will depend on the Wicksell Effect, since relative prices
may change in any direction. Therefore, the impact of change in distribution will not be on S/Y alone
as Meade assumes. It is possible that if S/Y falls due to a shift in distribution, as Meade argues, Y/K
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may rise to counter or more than counter the fall in S/Y, so that S.Y/K may increase or remain
constant. In this case, S.Y/K will not fall to equal l + γ*. In other words, full employment, steady
growth may not be restored.

Uzawa’s Growth Model

Uzawa’s [1961, 63] two-sector, heterogeneous input model is in fact a Malleable Aggregate
Capital Goods Model. Taking a 2-goods, 2-sector model, machine and labour produce consumption
good C in process 1, and the same machine and labour produce the machine in process 2. However, as
it is a two-goods model, relative prices are brought in explicitly. Using the concept of equilibrium like
Meade, the initial endowments of K and L are fully allocated between the two sectors by the choice of
optimum capital intensity; subject to the condition that C-good sector is more capital-intensive than
the K-good sector. The optimum allocation of K/L in two sectors is achieved by factor price ratios w/r,
the optimum allocation leads to full utilisation of initial endowments called “Momentary Equilibrium”.
According to Uzawa, a series of Momentary Equilibria lead to steady growth in the long run. The
factor prices determine the relative prices. Assuming classical savings function (sE = 1, and sW = 0),
Uzawa derives the condition of equilibrium in the commodity market as:

11

22

YP
YP

rK
wL

=

And a stability condition as: f′(k) = λ + μ, where λ is the rate of growth of population and μ is
the rate of depreciation of capital. In his model, where the K/L of the capital good sector is higher
or lower than the capital-intensity compatible with long term, steady growth rate, it adjusts so as to
bring about full employment, steady growth state. The mechanism rests on the assumption that K/L
in the C-sector is higher than in the K-sector, along with sE = 1, and sW = 0.

Uzawa’s model is based on the concept of Aggregate Capital, the validity of which has
been questioned by Sraffa [1960] and Joan Robinson [1953] on the grounds that aggregation of
capital is not independent of relative prices.

Solow’s Growth Model

Solow [1956] also attempts to show that full employment, steady growth state is a stable
equilibrium, even in the short term. Although Solow claims to relax only one of Harrod’s assumptions
to overcome instability, namely the rigidity of the O/K ratio, his explicit assumption of a one-good
model leads to many other implicit assumptions. In a one-good model, instantaneous substitution of
K for L and vice versa is possible, which is essential for short-run flexible K/O ratio. Further, the
Aggregate Production Function, central to the growth model is valid only for a single homogeneous
good. Therefore, this explicit assumption becomes essential.
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Solow retains Harrod’s assumption of –

(a) Proportionate savings function

(b) Non-depreciating capital stock

(c) Growth of labour force at a constant exponential rate n.

Further, Solow’s model is based on continuous constant returns to scale, and Aggregate
Production Function.

With these assumption, Solow derives a Fundamental Equation which traces the time path of
K/L ratio as (dk = sf(k, 1) – nk), a differential equation in K/L ratio. The Fundamental Equation states
that dk, the increase or change in capital intensity equals Investment per man minus Investment needed
for capital widening. When dk = 0, or when there is no change in capital intensity, sf(k) = nk, or
Investment per man is equal to capital widening.

Hence, K/L is constant, i.e., capital stock and labour force n are growing at the same rate. Solow
assumes a proportionate Savings Function, savings per man lies below the convex production function,
and has the same shape as the production function. By drawing the population function (nk) as a
straight line with slope n, equilibrium is shown by the intersection of the population function (straight
line) and the convex function sf(k, 1) as equilibrium E, at the point sf(k, 1) = nk. Therefore dk = 0,
which means that the rate of growth of capital stock dk/k = n, the rate of growth of population.

Solow shows that for this equilibrium, i.e., sf(k, 1) = nk, the production function must be ‘well-
behaved’ or it must be convex from above. The corresponding savings per man function for different
K/L will have the same shape as the convex production function, and would lie below it. Solow,
therefore shows that for stable equilibrium the production function must be well behaved, which
implies that the following three conditions must hold – namely: f(0) = f′(k) > 0 and f″(k) < 0.

Further, Solow shows that to avoid multiple intersections of sf(k) curve with the straight line nk,
the function must be of the Cobb-Douglas form, where the elasticity of substitution is unity. However,
he points out that the production function being Cobb-Douglas does not guarantee that the sf(k)
function – will intersect the nk straight line. For, it is possible that sf(k) function may lie below the nk
straight line all through, so that no intersection of sf(k) – nk takes place.

Hence, the Inada conditions will have to be imposed on the linear homogeneous production
function, to ensure an intersection. As Hamburg [1971] points out, the Cobb-Douglas production
function alone satisfies all these conditions. Therefore, if the production conditions in an economy are
represented by the Cobb-Douglas function, Solow’s growth model would ensure that the economy will,
in the long run, attain full employment, steady growth state, or Harrod’s Natural Rate of Growth, and
this equilibrium attained will be stable.

Stability Mechanism in Solow’s Model
According to Solow, whenever sf(k) is greater than nk, then savings per man S/L > nk; this

means S/L is higher than at equilibrium, where capital stock and labour force grow at the same rate n.
But when S/L > nk, as all savings are automatically invested, capital stock grows faster than
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population, therefore K/L increases. In other words, the economy climbs up the production function
towards equilibrium. The arguments get reversed for any point where to start with, sf(k) < nk. The
assumption that all savings are always invested implies riskless state, where expectations play no role,
and it also implies that the Accelerator is redundant. Further the one good model assumption implies
that what is not consumed is invested, where capital is aggregate capital, (namely more corn per man,
as Accumulation takes place in the one good model), so that relative prices and money can be ignored.

The three Neo-Classical Growth models examined in this book, try to prove the stability of full
employment, steady growth state. Among them, Meade is aware of the limitations of the assumption
of malleability of capital, which makes for a flexible O/K, the mechanism of adjustment to maintain
full employment, steady growth state. He tries to therefore relax this assumption, and makes the
change in the distribution of income, as the adjustment mechanism to bring about the required change
in S/Y ratio. However, his assumption that changes in distribution of income (r, w) will affect only
S/Y is not convincing.

Uzawa’s model rests on the assumption that K/L in the C-sector is higher than in the K-sector,
(which again need not hold) along with the classical savings condition: sE = 1, and sW = 0. Further, the
concept of Aggregate Capital is essential for his model, though the concept has been proved invalid.

Solow’s Growth model, apart from the assumption of one-good model and an aggregate linear,
homogeneous production function (which violates his own dictum of unrealistic assumptions), is
unable to arrive at a guaranteed full employment, steady growth state, except in the case of an
Aggregate linear homogeneous production function of the Cobb-Douglas form, with elasticity of
substitution equal to unity.

Disaggregated Growth Models: The von Neumann Model
Neumann’s model [1932] has been hailed as “the greatest paper in mathematical

economics that was ever written” by Roy Weintraub [1983].

Neumann, a scientist and mathematician, analysed the conditions necessary for steady growth of
an economy. However, unlike most economic models where two factors of production – capital and
labour are the inputs, Neumann represents the technology in physical terms as a multi-sector,
multi-goods set of processes. This allows him to capture almost all the characteristics of production in
any modern/developed economy, such as the characteristics of heterogeneity of capital good,
specificity of their form and function, circularity of production, joint production, interdependence of
processes, fixed man to machine ratio, multiplicity of goods produced in a process, choice of processes
that produce the same goods, interdependence of goods, and measurement of physical depreciation of
equipment or machines. Neumann further assumed two classes – workers and entrepreneurs, with
sE = 1, and sW = 0, perfect competition, constant returns to scale, constant technology, and unlimited
supply of natural resources and labour.

To start with, Neumann depicts all processes of production in an economy with their set of inputs
and outputs in physical terms. Neumann shows how steady growth of the physical system can be
achieved through proper allocation of labour (process intensities) to the different processes. From the
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set of all processes producing all goods, a set of processes is chosen, on the condition that a process is
chosen only if the following inequality holds:
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Here α is the co-efficient of growth (1 + g), aij and bij are the input/output matrices, while xi is
the vector of process intensities. If in the processes chosen the equality holds, then it denotes that all
economic goods of those processes grow at the same co-efficient of growth rate α. However, in case
the inequality holds in the case of some goods, i.e., they are growing at a faster rate than α, then these
goods are taken as ‘free goods’ by Neumann, and excluded from the analysis by pricing them as zero.
In other words, all goods except free goods grow at the same rate α - 1. Steady growth implies growth
at its maximum, given technology and the real wage rate, for growth is without bottlenecks or excess
capacity – it is balanced growth.

Neumann simultaneously determines the relative prices of the goods, by imposing the
condition of uniform rate of profit for all processes, which helps to determine equilibrium
prices. The inequalities in this case are:
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where, β the co-efficient of profit, is so chosen among different βs as to be the least, and yj
represents a vector of relative prices. If the inequality holds, then the process (loss making) is given
zero process intensity, and rejected. Different sets of price ratios yj will give different βs. In
Neumann’s model, under conditions of perfect competition, the equilibrium rate of profit (β - 1) will
be the minimum among all βs for different sets of relative prices.

For different allocations, the model gives different co-efficients of growth or αs. Similarly, for
different sets of relative prices, we get different co-efficients of profit βs. Neumann shows that the
steady growth solution gives the maximum α coinciding with the minimum β, called the saddle point.
At this point the highest possible co-efficient of growth α will be equal to the lowest possible
co-efficient of profit β. This is possible as he assumes sE = 1, so that all profits are reinvested, making
the rate of profit equal to the rate of growth.

Once the maximum rate of growth of the system is found by the optimum allocation of
labour/resources, the economy expands steadily at this rate, the composition of goods remaining
constant, along with the relative prices and the rate of profit β - 1. Steady growth in Neumann’s model
can continue infinitely; the limit to steady growth is set only by labour and natural resources. The rate
of steady growth arrived thus is also the maximum, because of the assumption of sE = 1, and sW = 0. If
there is higher consumption of the entrepreneurs or workers, it will lower the rate of growth.

Neumann shows that steady growth is not only possible, but can also be stable over time,
provided the allocations of resources that once achieve steady growth are not altered. Most of his
assumptions, especially those of capital good, reflect the production of goods in a real economy. His
model is general, for many of his simplifying assumptions can be relaxed – like thriftiness conditions,
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complete interdependence of goods, or constant wage rates, without the model collapsing.
Neumann’s model, therefore, is able to show that steady growth is not just an analytical
construct; his model mimics the working of a modern economy with all its complexities, and shows
that steady growth is neither a ‘knife edge’ nor a ‘myth’.

The model can be extended to a rate of growth equal to a rate of growth of population, after full
employment is reached. His model has been modified by Gautam Mathur [1965] to bring structural
changes, essential for a development model, using the concepts of sub-economies, and linked
sub-economies, which enable the model to take care of non-bottleneck growth, with different goods
growing at different rates between sub-economies. Mathur has also shown that by relaxing one of
Neumann’s assumptions, different strategies of development can be generated, which maximise
growth, or minimise time, to reach full employment, steady growth state.

Summary
The Post-Keynesian models, the pioneers (Harrod and Domar), brought out the major issues and

conditions involved in a free market economy to achieve and maintain full employment, steady growth
state. They however found that the perverse reactions of private investors will work contrary to the
requirements for steady, full employment growth, and hence achieving and maintaining this steady
growth state was fraught with difficulties.

Joan Robinson’s model, based on a sound capital theoretical base, with expectations playing a
major role in the model, brings out the conditions required for full employment, steady growth state.
However, she concludes that in a market economy, there is little likelihood of achieving such a state.

Kaldor, though a Post-Keynesian assumes that full employment, steady growth state is stable.
This is however not convincing, due to the model’s reliance on the Technical Progress production
function, which is based on a peculiar succession of technical progress, unlikely to be found in the real
economy.

The Neo-Classical Models of Growth in spite of their simplifying and unrealistic assumptions to
show that steady growth is possible, still fail to guarantee full employment, steady growth state.

Neumann’s assumptions reflect the actual production conditions in an economy, and his
mathematical model shows that steady growth state can be a stable equilibrium over time. His model
is hailed as a general model, capable of modifications to suit developing economies as well. The only
limitation is that the model requires a centrally planned economy to allocate resources optimally for
steady growth.

Significance of Post-Keynesian Growth Models
In the context of globalisation, the relevance of Growth Economics was in question, since it was

felt that sustained growth of capitalist economies was now possible through the growth of the private
sector, through free trade, and reduced role of the public sector (privatisation). By freeing the economy
from all restraints of foreign trade, and government regulations, it was felt that economies could
finally achieve and sustain high rates of growth.
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However, the recent debacle of the American Economy [2008], and the resulting recession
worldwide, has again brought to the forefront the importance of knowing and understanding causality
between different variables in the process of growth, and the importance of governmental constraints
in monitoring investment and growth trends.

In this context it is remarkable that the basic aspects of the Post-Keynesian Growth theory seem
to be relevant even today. The private sector is highly volatile, as its Investment is based on its
‘expectations’ – of demand for its products. As Harrod and Domar have pointed out, the private
entrepreneurs reaction to changes in demand conditions in the economy are contrary to those required
for correcting the imbalance. Hence left to the private sector, the chances of cyclical swings in growth
are inevitable. This is the sorry lesson learn from the large-scale privatisation in world economies.

Global slowdown, starting with the recession in the US economy is an eye opener to the
relevance of the fundamental issues discussed in Growth theory by these Post-Keynesian pioneers. It
is clear that what the US economy requires is an increase in overall Investment in order to reverse the
recession. But individual consumers, facing huge job losses are ruled by caution, and spend carefully
as their expectations are dampened by the prospects of depression. Individual investors are faced with
little or no demand for their products, so are in no mood to make investments. It is a clear case of the
signalling system running counter to what the macro economy calls for. In fact, restoration of the
growth levels without State intervention is seen to be impossible for the US economy in particular, and
the global economy as a whole.

Although the growth models discussed above do not discuss the role of foreign trade, the
problem of Free trade vs. Protection has long been a matter of discussion in Economic Theory.
Uncontrolled and Free trade are means of transporting recession generated in one economy to others
with which it trades. Protection as a measure to buffer an economy from the fluctuations of
international trade and fluctuations of the value of international currencies has long been recognised.

In this context therefore, the basic pillars of Growth Theory, particularly of the Post-Keynesian
school are still important in understanding the factors that affect growth in capitalist countries and the
role of determining variables in the achievement of steady growth. The recession that followed the
boom period (2000-08), would have been expected if the causality factors discussed by
Post-Keynesian models were kept in mind. In this context therefore, the role of Post-Keynesian
Growth Models is vindicated.
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